
If you have any further comments about protection of the environment in Pocklington then please make them 

in the box below.

1 A lot of the flood prevention could be reduced if the beck and underground drainage was properly maintained. I realise it is a 

controversial issue  to dredge the beck but if you don't  the flow of water from heavy rain or snow from the hills will always be too 

much for the space. if the local roadside becks and drains are not cleaned out at regular intervals and the road grips not dug then 

where is the water to go? if you looked after what you had some of the problems would be reduced.   

2 A mini park and ride should be created off A1079 near Starbucks with a mini bus into town payable by a small charge. This would 

take the congestion out of the town centre and provide more trade for businesses in the town from local villages who find it very 

difficult to park at present

3 A munisiple park would benifit the people of pocklington and visitor too with play area pond/ lake acafe' toilets seating areas 

trees landscaping within walking distance of the town centre 

4 A walkers network around town should be established and maintained to encourage healthy activity.

5 Access to the open countryside should be maintained and building not allowed close to public rights of way. Hedgerows should be 

maintained and where possible new ones planted as they form valuable wildlife corridors

6 Algarth Garden 'village' is a model of 1920's development and deserves a protection order defining what are acceptable 

modifications.

7 All designated green space should be professionally maintained as part of the provision.

8 all ecological survys pretend there is little wildlife of interest in the area.  This is not true and populations of owls,curlews,hare, 

deer among other things will be disrupted by further development

9 All environmental issues should be considered as a matter of course.

10 All new developments should have a large or many open spaces. Out of the 6 listed only one (broadmanor) is on a new 

development all the others were established long before the new developments commenced.

11 All pavement parking banned. All cycling on pavements banned and enforced

12 All possible measures should be taken to preserve the flora and fauna

13 Any large scale housing development inevitably impacts the environment,no more would be best

14 Any tree replacement by building firms?  Poor walking pavements in town and on Kilnwick road

15 as a person of limited mobility without a garden or a car, the central green spaces especially Jubilee Gardens at London Street are 

especially important to me, as are the precious few public benches there and on The Mile / Kilnwick Percy Road. Pplease protect 

them.

16 As an allotment holder I hope Pocklington continues to have allotments. Allotments are good not only for growing your own food 

but for the exercise it gives you and it is a very sociable place where you can meet with friends old and new. 

17 As I have said, our environment has been tragically and irreparably damaged by development thus far.  Productive, healthy 

farmland has gone, a foolish, shortsighted thing to allow to happen in the 21st century - especially as we are cutting ties with 

Europe.  Wildlife is locally and nationally under threat and struggling, this is a shocking legacy that we are handing over to our 

children.  The powers that be need to step and say enough is enough - or we will be an urban, concrete jungle.

18 As the population increases people need to escape to the green spaces to walk, play and relax.

19 As the size of the town expands this is not matched by the amount of green space open to all which has reduced significantly in 

proportion 

20 As the Towns population grows, so will the problem of dog mess littering paths, verges and green spaces. 

21 At the rate development is being permitted, Pocklington will soon join up with Barmby Moor and Yapham, and we won't have any 

green spaces or fields left.  

22 Avoid unnecessary light pollution which has an adverse effect on wild life. Keep the Beck area between Amos Drive and Cemetery 

Road clear of rubbish and enhance the planting 

23 Ban the netting of hedges by developers.  They work around nesting birds.  We should be planting more native trees.

24 Because Pocklington has lost a large area of farmland wildlife habitat to housing in such a short period of time, it is important to 

preserve what is left within the town for the benefit of eg birds & insects. Areas such a West Green, with the dead oak tree, are 

vital for wildlife, and should be managed as important habitat for declining species. If necessary, for example, for health & safety, 

a dead tree could be fenced off, which would also enhance the habitat for the wildlife. The remaining green spaces should be 

respected & protected by all, including dog walkers, of which I am one.    Rainfall run off from newly created housing areas is a 

problem, as rain which once soaked into the ground is now channelled into drains which can create flash flood hot spots.   

25 Better access to parking, which is now becoming a major problem



26 Better to build towards Barmby Moor than build further out along Kilnwick Road

27 Brown field sites should always be used before green field sites

28 Buffer zone need to be put in place before any further building takes place 

29 Building more houses brings more cars and deeply effects the environment and our town

30 Burnby Moor is proud of its status as a village and needs to keep that separation.

31 Cant go any closer- almost touching

32 car pollution on a1079  more measure for people using public transport or at least sharing lifts (there could be a fine for just one 

person using a car on the a1079) it is so ridiculously busy and a lot are commuting pocklington to york! make the bus cheaper! 

BRING BACK THE TRAIN !  

33 Chapel Hill should be cleared of bushes to become an open space as it used to be for the public

34 Concerns that the more homes are built, then the more facilities  - i.e. shops and schools. - so therefore more building to provide 

them

35 Control speed of cars to prevent unnecessary roadkill 

36 Could restrictions on lorries on certain routes be applied?  More electric car charging points.  More paths/cycle routes especially 

Pock to the Caravan site and Yorkway.

37 Council should ensure that new developments are maintained to a high standard in line with the planning and covenants set. 

These are already openly broken who is responsible for enforcing them and why are they not doing so? 

38 Curb new build, to reduce flood risk.

39 Do so many  huge lorries really need to come through Pocklington? They cause noise,  congestion and are not in proportion with 

the size of the town.

40 dog and cycle free!

41 Dog/cat waste bins should be placed in all green spaces to protect the public (especially children) from irresponsible dog and cat 

owners.

42 Ensure Rugby clubland on Percy Road is not built upon

43 Ensure that all areas can get to the 1079 without going through the town

44 Ensure that development does not in the future lead to Pocklington extending too close to A1079

45 Ensure town is not swamped by building if too many new houses.

46 Environment very important

47 Environmental considerations must guide this plan throughout - not just in this section. I would like to see more green spaces. I 

would like to see more hedgerows etc. and houses etc built with consideration for climate change and sustainabilty.

48 Every new development increases air pollution, waste and light pollution to the detriment of us and local flora and fauna.

49 existing hedgerows trees etc should be retained. A pathway would be useful between the yorkway and Pocklington and the balk.

50 For a growing town it needs a park or similar large open space to be developed somehow. 

51 Get rid of the hideous industrial style metal fences that have no place in market towns

52 going back to last question depends on where you live Pock, or Barn.M.PLEASE keepour green spaces - wonderful walk for 

dogowners and general members of the public by the airfield. It is a real education watching    

53 green spaces in the town which are easily accessible are important for the physical and mental health of the community. it is not 

good if people have to use a car or bus or pay to enjoy a green space.  the Beck side between Cemetery Lane and Amos Drive is a 

mess. Debris needs the be removed regularly form the beck and the banks. some investment on planting attractive shrubs would 

help.      

54 Have been concerned by the practice of municipal hedge trimming  whilst birds are still nesting! Would like to see a degree of 

"rewilding" of hedgerows and verges to support wildlife.

55 Housing developments are removing hedgerows that used to be there as a field boundary line. These amount to miles of 

hedgerows being removed with no replacements.

56 Housing developments should be built primarily on the 1079 side of Pocklington and not on the Wolds side preserving the green 

belt/countryside. This also keeps down the amount of traffic on roads such as Kilnwick and Percy Road that can not take anymore 

traffic especially when cars are parked along the roads which cause problems at peak times.

57 I chose to live in Pocklington because of its natural beauty and its small town feel.  Things that made me not want to live in 

Beverley or many other places when I relocated a few years ago.  The loss of the rural feel and green environment around 

Pocklington will destroy its tourism, make it less popular with cyclists and sap the soul out of it.

58 I commend the service we get from the dustmen, and the tip at Burnby lane.



59 I did not understand Q14 part 4

60 I disagree with the statement that Pocklington has "many open and green spaces". In comparison with other East Riding towns it 

has a dearth of green and public spaces, trees and garden space in and around the town centre.

61 I do believe to help protect the environment we should place dog poo bag dispensers and bins around the town and local area. 

We have a hoard of dog poo that doesn’t get picked up.

62 I don't think any views of the public are taken into account, if the powers that be want to build they always find 'a way'.

63 I fear due to the large scale new developments currently underway and what is likely to come, Pocklington faces a challenging 

time ahead where the character of the market town is now under immediate threat, the transport infrastructure will not be able 

to cope and the rapid rise in road vehicles directly attributable to this new housing will severely impact existing residents within 

the town and its surrounding villages.

64 I feel that Pocklington is changing. I realise things must move forward to modernise but is it necessary to build at such a scale so 

that we lose out market town essence which is what I liked when I moved here. The feel of the place has changed, not for the 

better

65 I have lived in 3 properties inPocklinton, and 2 in Barmby Moor. Both have unique identities and should defifitely be separate. 

Barmby Moor deserves to remain a village.

66 I love the countryside and the separation it gives between two individual settlements.  This individuality is most important.

67 I moved here becuase of Pocklington's location to the wolds, distinctive town centre and local footpaths and trails.  I would like to 

see all of tese maintained and maybe more added

68 I think that more trees should be planted in order to improve the aesthetics of the town, to ensure wildlife does not suffer at the 

expense of building developers. I have witnessed such things behind the back of the belt of trees leading to Primrose Wood 

between Henry Thirsk's club and Strother Close. I had seen stoats, owls, bats, various birds, hedgehogs, rabbits at one time. There 

should be a replanting scheme in order to retain some habitats. I see so many people walk through those woods everyday as a 

footpath. It deserves treatment. Not just to be stripped. 

69 I think that the view of Pocklington, travelling from Yapham rd has already been ruined by the Belway housing development. The 

tower of All Saints church is now half concealed by housing.  In my opinion this used to be the nicest view of the church as you 

drove into Pocklington.

70 I think the environment already is being destroyed by the large housing estates being built at the moment on agricultural land

71 I would like to see more trees planted, especially along the approach roads into Pocklington : in future years they will bring great 

environmental benefit, as well as beauty

72 I’d love a dog park in one of the green spaces, fully fenced in so it’s safe for dogs to be off lead and can be used for safe training 

and play

73 If building on all the green spaces on the road leading into Pocklington did happen Pocklington would begin to look like inner city 

urban areas not a 'market town'.  Barmby moor would no longer be a village but an extension of pocklington

74 If further building work is to be done they should include large green spaces like the Broadmanor development

75 If Pocklington becomes too large it will lose its charm, the surrounding environment is important for residents well being and local 

flora and fauna which is relevant to the climate.

76 If we don't separate Pock and Barmby Moor with green space more houses will be built and there will be no escape. Pocklington is 

surrounded by new estates giving no recognition to any aspect of the environment.

77 If we want to make more of the town as a tourist/leisure destination for walkers and cyclists (or to encourage residents to get out 

more) then we need to enhance Pock as being part of that attractive landscape that they have come to see.

78 If you continue to increase housing there will be no parking 

79 Improve and increase the forestry in the area. 

80 In future years we see that the two may well be merged. However it would be sad to lose the airfield and the gliding club.

81 In the day and age of climate change all green spaces should be protected to preserve the wildlife, flora and fauna. Also for 

recreation, well being and mental health.

82 Increased population in Pocklington is hugely affecting the quality of local spots like Allerthorpe Common. Wild places locally, 

supporting animals like Adders, will be ruined by increased populations around Pocklington...they cannot sustain the recreational 

needs of so many people. There must be a cap on the number of new buildings to preserve the environment.

83 Infrastructure must keep pace with development and house building. The schools are already under some strain



84 It is abundantly clear that the green spaces are an after-thought to building houses. We need a big public park with new woods, 

water and more. If the developers are insinstant on making this town so large then we should at least be given the associated 

green spaces. To even mention tiny spaces such as Jubilee gardens on London street in your list of green spaces shows how 

desperate the situation is. In any other place that tiny area is nothing but a glorified grass verge.

85 It is essential that productive agricultural land is preserved. Currently we are losing this at an alarming rate

86 It is important that the town takes a postive approach to sustainbility and protecting the local environment. I think thewre is a 

need to highlight this within the planning with detailed plans in place to show how this will be done. For example protecting the 

natural areas around the town and not letting these be destroyed by development. Losing green fields means a loss of wildlife  

and too much of this is occurring without thought for the future. Unfortunately the area as whole I consider is suffering from over 

worked  agricultural areas with the loss of habitat for many animals and insects so compensatory action within the town should 

be prioritised. Naturally new families will want access to the busiest parts of town for employment and leisure so in that respect 

the developments should mainly be in areas nearer to the 1079 for example. The town needs to be careful not to extend too far 

into the countryside as the main reasons for living here are lost. Brownfield sites need to be utilised as much as possible.   

87 It’s important that no more trees or hedges should be cut down.They are important for the well-being of nature and the 

population 

88 Just help preserve natural wildlife that flourishes here.  Don't replace all of this with more standard looking new houses that have 

limited garden space and privacy.

89 keep becks clean, hedges cut and less building on greenbelt.

90 Keep individuality.

91 Let Pocklington people always have their say, listen to them

92 Litter has been an issue in the car park behind the bus station, also along The Balk down to the new Linden estate where the 

verges are overgrown and newly planted trees have been vandalised. Litter bins may help on this important route into the town. 

First impressions count and the town council may need to also extend the range of their care to this area

93 Lower density development.

94 Lusty to the people who were born and bred in pocklington instead of people who think they know what wi want

95 Maintain green spaces - less houses.  Maintain Primrose Wood on Burnby Lane.

96 Maintaining of the Beck along London Street and beyond. The main town should be better maintained and emphasis on it being a 

place to sit and spend time in. Landlords should have some regulation placed on them maintaining the shop fronts to a certain 

standard to maintain the appearance of the town. Facilities need to be put in for future proofing homes and buildings and the 

centre for electric vehicles etc. The town needs to be more inclusive. Study moves by cities like Bristol with a clear future vision of 

how they want their city to be.  

97 Maintenance of road surfaces is important.Safe cycle and walking routes are important. The green space behind Scaife Garth 

should be retained.

98 Making the town as 'green' as possible is good for the health, both mental & physical of us all, as well as giving the town an 

inviting appearance to visitors.

99 more dog poo bins and litter bins

100 More green space around Pocklington should be preserved so that people have space to walk and relax in.

101 More houses, more cars, more pollution. These need to be taken into account

102 more led lighting in pock,esp round the old school what is now homes,very dark there on a night

103 More litter bins!

104 More recycling  More litter picking routes

105 More stringent measures in place to prevent/ prosecute for littering and dog fouling. 

106 More trees and grass (even if it just verges) on the new developments.

107 Most recent new developments have killed off most wildlife (fauna and flora) and are bad for the environment generally, as 

almost all natural vegetation has been removed.  A total rethink is necessary.  

108 Much of the aforementioned proposed policies is sensible and appropriate - but too late.

109 Need to consider measures to prevent littering, dog fouling etc - all getting noticeably worse over the last couple of years. 

110 Need to reduce pollution, improve air quality, reduce road noise and reduce speed limits.



111 Needed otherwise may have houses on them and needed for the people of Pocklington for children to play on and pet owners

112 Needs to be something done to stop the amount of litter around kfc and surrounding area into west green

113 No further developments on Burnby Lane, towards Burnby.  We do not want Burnby to become a suburb of Pocklington.  When is 

the connecting road from Burnby Lane to the new roundabout by the new homes going to be completed?  Would save congestion 

in Pocklington.

114 no more hedgerow should be removed on the miles new housing development.

115 no more housing

116 No more housing . Oblige Pocklington School to accommodate all vehicles belonging to  / pupils / teachers / visitors etc. etc., 

within their own land , of which they are not in short supply , and not , as is now the case , utilise every public parking space . It 

does seem odd that Pocklington School has a key coded gate from EVERY "PUBLIC" car park in the town .    Sort that out and 

Pocklington immediately has it's car parks back .    I know they have a planning app. in for a staff car park - it needs to be a LOT 

bigger than that to help parking in the Town and attract visitors . Be honest " THE SCHOOL " has abused the facilities of 

Pocklington for long enough .

117 No more housing development please!!

118 Noise pollution needs to be considered and the impact of increased number of cars in the town - causing other types of pollution 

and impacting on the quality of air and general environment

119 NONE

120 Not enough gerrn areas available to the general public.

121 Once its gone its gone! Don't let it go in the first place!

122 one way traffic system  

123 Open space need protecting 

124 Open spaces - albeit mostly agricultural- have been severely compromised over the past decade. This is an unacceptable trend.

125 Over developing of land all around Pocklington for building. Pocklington facility’s can not support all this new influx of people and 

cars.

126 Plant more trees.   Put up bird and bat boxes on some of the existing trees.  Also insect hotels.

127 Please assess the excessive parking requirements of the Pocklington private school.  This affects all visitors and residents by using 

car parks and inconsiderate road parking.

128 Please would it be possible to sweep the market place more frequently.

129 Please, please remember it is supposed to be a small market town not surrounded by any more boring new build houses.  Too 

many Already.

130 Pocklington does not have a public park and is not a conventionally pretty town although it is pleasant enough. If its green spaces 

were built on it would be a good deal less pleasant, relying on front gardens, which are disappearing fast, for any softening 

greenness.

131 Pocklington has a natural appeal for dwellings. However, rather than accept whatever is suggested for Pocklington from EYRC, we 

should retain the attractive and commercial nature of this town. new builds should be sympathetic, not over-large, with many 

affordable dwellings built. consideration should be made as to how the town centre can be kept viable as a trading centre.

132 Pocklington has become a huge housing estate tarmaced over with very little in the way of tree planting on the estate and those 

that have been planted are dying from lack of care. As far as I can see the 'environment' is a very poor second to mass 

development.

133 Pocklington has reached saturation point  and sadly unless more investment is made in the infrastructure the environment will 

suffer especially pocklington beck and ultimately the canal which is an SSSI. 

134 Pocklington is a beautiful town and a wonderful place to live. Appreciate growth has to happen with an increasing population but 

just keep it nice with good facilities for all age groups etc.  

135 Pocklington is a country town and should not be considered as a dormitory town for York.  It should be treated as an oasis of quiet 

life and not a building site. 

136 Pocklington is a Market Town, and part of why I moved here, as there are not many left.  I would like to see more help for the 

market holders ( I tried for 9 months) it's hard especially during Winter Months.  

137 Pocklington is a small wolds town. It has the advantage of being between major cities of York and Hull and retaining this small 

town character is what adds to its charm, too many changes in terms of excessive housing and therefore increased population and 

transport would alter its character - making it less desirable as both a day trip destination and holiday destination affecting its 

properity into the future.

138 Pocklington is becoming more crowded

139 Pocklington is being overdeveloped and the environment is being adversely affected .



140 Pocklington should deb protected form the massive increase in traffic movements that will be generated if the prison proposal 

progresses. ERYC should not allow the new prison development. Planning Consent should not be granted,

141 Pocklington was a lovely place to live in with loads of shops, a train and buses. A short walk from town and you could walk into 

the countryside and see and hear the birds singing. Now we do not have many good shops or a chemist with good service. You 

now have to walk a long walk to get into the countryside.

142 Pocklington will become too large for its present services. 

143 Pocklingtons character will be severely endangered if development is allowed to creep further towards neighbouring villages

144 Pocklington's location and environment now needs protecting. I think we have done 'our bit' in providing new housing although 

like most towns near a major roar, I believe it inevitable that the land between the town and the 1079 will be developed.

145 pocklingtons market town history should be maintained for future generations

146 Police station should be accessible every day.  Maybe a one way system in the town centre.   Pocklington school should be made 

to convert their grounds for parking therefore not taking spaces away from others in the town.

147 Population increase needs more, not fewer, green spaces

148 Preservation of existing green spaces is particularly important, given the significant increase in the town's population. Ideally, 

Burnby Hall Gardens would revert to being a public park. The town's allotments provide not only a community service for those 

involved but are also important for health and wellbeing. Allotment holders gain good exercise and are able to grow their own 

nutritious food. In a town whose wealth has historically been based on the rural economy, it would seem perverse to abandon the 

connection to the land the allotments provide.

149 Protect the field next to Chapel Hill and the woodlands along the golf course

150 Protect trees on West Green but keep an eye on overhanging branches.  West Green far too dark  - other solutions required.

151 Protection of footpaths and the creation of more is important in respect of exercise, health and general enjoyment

152 Protection of the environment is of huge importance but we don’t seem to be getting it right, for example, the play park on 

Victoria Road, this is an ASB magnet and residents are sick of it. Local residents frequently collect broken glass and needles from 

the park first thing in the morning to protect young children who love the park, residents here would question the towns ability to 

handle expansion when we can’t even manage/protect a small park. 

153 Protection of the gliding club and the former airfield site as green open space is Very Important. If the existing uses cease, the land 

will be classed as “brownfield land” which will have little protection against wholesale development.

154 Quiet places in the green spaces should be looked into - many of the spaces are noisy due to close proximity to traffic - not restful 

so I don't use them 

155 Rail links to York and Hull, people will use their cars less with better transport links

156 Reduce speeding on West Green

157 Reduce the number of HGV

158 Reduce the speed limit down The Balk. Put a footpath down The Balk to the A1079 (This would aid walkers wanting to go in that 

direction and their safety. The other roads have them.

159 Regarding archaeological finds, I don't feel they have to be left in situ but could be kept in a Pocklington museum. Street names in 

the area could also reflect the history.

160 Should encourage tree planting and use of hedging rather than fencing to maintain and enhance diversity of both plants and 

animals

161 Should housing development be allowed that links Pocklington / Barmby Moor, then green spaces should be integral within that 

development.

162 Simply different places- one a town one a village. You choose to live in one and not another

163 Someone needs to sort out the exclusive use Pock school seems to have over the parking spaces and their dominance on the 

roads. It is not their private parking.

164 Spaces should be left as wild life corridors between existing and new build areas (eg, as requested and refused on Yapham Road. 

The bund was suggested to be on the Yapham Mill side to preserve the view coming into town. It doesn't do anything to help the 

view! 

165 Spaces used for sport or by children should be separated from those used by dog walkers.  Dog owners need somewhere to walk 

their dogs but these to be clearly defined, provided with suitable waste disposal bins and be separate from play, sports and other 

recreation areas.

166 Stop Building !!!!!



167 Stop building houses. The roads and schools cannot cope. We have seen an increase in crime and have no police presence.

168 Stop building new homes just to line the councils pockets 

169 Stop building over natural aquifers - this pure water will be needed in the future.

170 Stop building!  We need to build on BROWN FIELD sites.

171 Stop further building developments

172 Stop landowners netting hedges and trees to make lanf saleable,  thus discouraging birds etc from their natural habitat.

173 Stop more development to ensure Pocklington can try to reclaim and then maintain its lost identity. 

174 STOP ON ROAD PARKING ON GEORGE STREET AND BARMBY ROAD, CONGESTION CAUSES POLLUTION

175 STOP THE OVER DEVELOPMENT NOW!

176 Street lightening should be improved. So stretches are illuminated as per use. 

177 Surrounding rural open spaces and woodland and green land within Pocklington have an abundance of beautiful wildlife and birds 

which must be protected.

178 Thank you

179 That established sites like the Mile Allotments must not be sacrificed for housing developments.

180 The airfield   wood o  Burnby lane  Area between pocklington ans hayton  The mile

181 The approach to Pocklington via west green is quite a nice one - in a car. Walking to the surgery is not a nice experience. The path 

slopes towards the road. Its noisy ad polluted with fumes. Is there no way a path could be created?

182 The Beck and it's banks should have been protected.

183 The beck areas and all green spaces should be given priority

184 The Beck Banks to the north and south of the town centre need to be enhanced and protected.  

185 The biggest challenge to the environment is the increase in traffic through and around the town.   Further increases will prejudice 

the ease of access to and use of the green spaces.

186 The creation of one or two lakes in the area would be good. We have the water sources available to do this.

187 The environment should be a high priority for the town and EYRC - the local area is what attracted most of us here and keeping it 

green and unspoilt is vital for maintaining the character of Pocklington.

188 The fact that so many houses have been built means cars are nose to tail around the town creating pollution from exhausts. More 

housing should be put in Leeds York etc to prevent extra commuting. However this requires joined up thinking

189 The fact that the question regarding Barmby Moor is part of this survey is a worry in itself. I am sure that developers are already 

exploring every single opportunity in this town. ERYC have a responsibility to the people of this town.

190 The findings of the iron age settlement and chariot findings have put Pocklington on the map nationally and internationally. These 

findings need to be presented in a museum in Pocklington which would boost our heritage and increase trade in the local shops 

and cafes.

191 The potential junction of BMoor and Pocklington would be unfortunate rather than a disaster but the airfield flight access would 

prevent that if the access is preserved. The airfield, like the rugby ground, is an unusual and in my view, an attractive accessory to 

the town 

192 The rugby field on Burnby Lane should be protected from building development

193 the separation between barmby moor and pocklingon is imperitive due to the airfield (which i feel is a great pocklington 

landmark) and the route is an excellent cycle and running route

194 The shop fronts should be maintained to a give a good market town feeling

195 The small lake around the old Henry Thirsk house should be incorporated into the holistic town green space plan. The land around 

the water treatment facility (?) should also be incorporated into the green space plan. A ring of green space should be planned 

around the current size of Pocklington before any further planning goes ahead

196 The tie between protecting the environment and ensuring prevention for the community in their health and wellbeing are in the 

same tick box. Poor environments generate poor mental health. 

197 The town centre is crowded with buildings and gardens have been built on. The few green spaces need protecting. There is also a 

lack of provision for older children/teenagers to 'hang out' - they need consideration.

198 The Town Council should have a stated policy about the environment on the web site

199 The use of HGV's driving through Pocklington should be restricted to deliveries only, to reduce traffic and improve air quality.



200 The view of the All Saints church tower from many parts of the town is significant and new building should be kept to a moderate 

height to preserve it.

201 The views up the hill to the wolds from the town (esp round Burnby lane) are beautiful. It would be tragic to cover them in 

houses/obliterate the view.

202 THERE HAS DEFINITELY BEEN AN INCREASE IN LITTER ALONG WEST GREEN SINCE THE DEVELOPMENT AT THE A1079 

ROUNDABOUT. IT WOULD BE GOOD TO SEE KFC AND OTHER OUTLETS DOING REGULAR LITTER PICKS TO KEEP THE VERGES 

CLEAN.

203 There is a need to debate how to keep good access to town and shops/services but cut out traffic. 

204 There is less wildlife here than in large cities i.e Hull (apparent from lack of animal calls at night) and what is left must be 

protected and nurtured.

205 There is no need for any further development anywhere 

206 There is probably a need for a park and ride car park as it is difficult to park in the town.

207 There needs to be improvement in litter collection in roads into town. Hodsow lane and west green in particular are often very 

bad, especially since increase in takeaways etc at the local service area in a1079

208 There needs to be provision in the overall plan for the addition of another major food outlet at the Yapham Road end of town and 

another school provided to cater for the children living in the new housing developments.

209 There should be completely secure spaces so that dogs can be let off their leads for a run in safety.

210 There should be more green space on new housing developments, more planting of trees and plants by the developers to 

encourage wildlife. More effort to reduce run off to avoid flooding. More grey water schemes, solar panels and wind turbines built 

into new houses

211 There should be more hedges and shrubs useful to wildlife at the edges of the green spaces. Wildflower strips would also be an 

asset, by increasing the biodiversity.

212 There should be some environmental action taken to reduce the traffic in the town centre. Has the air quality been measured?

213 This questionnaire is too late. Pocklington has already lost its identity and is over populated. wildlife has vacated Millers Retreat.

214 This should be based on evidence and what is in the best interests of the health and happiness of the residents of the town.

215 This town is no longer a small, friendly market town. There is nothing for children to do since the youth club was used for 

development. Some who are not from a small town are becoming a nuisance and do not appear to accept the way of life here.

216 To encourage people to dispose of or take litter home and not leave litter in public spaces, for example primrose wood

217 To improve cycle paths - currently they are share with pedestrians and not wide enough  To increase number of post boxes away 

from town centre  To ensure that the beck is properly maintained and regularly cleared of rubbis and weed- possibly to create a 

footpath along the beck away from the road

218 too late

219 Too late again as Pocklington has been spoilt enough already with all the awful new builds!

220 Too many green field developments have been allowed with the town now sprawling over an increasingly large area. 

221 Too many new houses

222 Too many new houses, too many cars not enough doctor appointments. A1079 road already too busy. How about a bus to take 

you to town or doctors or supermarket. Bank, oh no banks left.

223 total lack of generous green areas. All being built on and filled in.

224 Try to curtail the number of heavy lorries driving through the town.

225 We are being weighed down with new residents but infrastructure is suffering and making it not the super little market town it 

was-it is just going to be full of large estates on the perimeters-awful.

226 We are continually destroying open land trees etc. Driving out important wildlife and encouraging flooding .  More cars more 

pollution.  

227 We can't keep expanding as there will be more strain on water supplies and food. Pollution with the effects on particularly 

children will become more of an issue for the NHS

228 We have a duty of care to our wildlife, they are part of the sustainability of the environment.   The wildlife have a right to food 

and places to roost, nest and thrive. 

229 We have no free park area in Pocklington, only children's play areas.

230 We moved here to live in a  country small town not an urban housing estate surrounded by fields

231 We need green spaces for our own well being and our children 

232 We need more for the wildlife in pock



233 We need more public transport at suitable times for workers to get to York, Beverley and Hull

234 We need to carefully maintain and protect Pocklington Beck and the trees overlooking it which contain important wildlife, as well 

as Pocklington Canal

235 we need to retain our market town not just a dormitory 

236 West Green playing fields have been allowed to deteriorate badly - churned up by fairs and circus, shrubbery and trees dumped, 

uneven surface which used to have a roller used on it when football matches were played there , bonfire scorched area and not 

maintained the path put in for walkers around its perimeter. It should be an asset to the town but now attracts anti social, 

behaviour each evening. Car park should be properly surfaced to stop cars doing donuts in it. 

237 West Green.  The amount of green space should be preserved with no further loss of grassland.  (A significant part has already 

been lost because of the car-parks, skate-park, table-tennis area and gym.)  Some of these facilities have become a focus for 

antisocial behaviour.  The overuse of West Green for fairs, circuses and events has had a detrimental impact on the grassed area.

238 Where on earth are all these residents going to shop? Not enough diversity of shops. Roads not fit for more vehicles parking.

239 Wild flower areas should be protected.

240 woodland and green areas are necessary in times of heavy rain. The building work near Burnby lane is on ings land 

241 Woodland, allotments and green spaces provide diverse environments for people and wildlife.  Preservation and increasing 

diversity is important.

242 You are deliberately ignoring the protected species in this area in favour of allowing building of cheap homes. The area is an 

important habitat for Curlews, Barn Owls, Peregrine Falcons and may other protected species that you are not protecting, by 

allowing development in rural locations. Yo, so far, have shown no interest. You have in the past 4 years built on 2 Red List species 

areas without concern.....thanks


